Laser Science

Magic of Learning
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light show: each show begins with a single light, but the way the beam is manipulated

ics – as well as interesting stories about history to entertain and educate your stu-

makes the show amazing. Building on how we perceive that light, Laser Science cre-

dents and staff. His show will also have lots of audience participation along with a

ates a full-blown laser spectacle to the tune of popular music with dancing and 3D

strong emphasis on reading. Some of the magical effects Christian will present are The

shapes floating overhead. This show is scalable to your needs! They can engineer a

Impossible Puzzle, Intelligent Electricity, The Power of Nine and many more. This is

large scale light show, bring their signature painting with light photo booth or ani-

a great opportunity to inspire your students to explore their favorite subjects in school

mate your school’s logo or mascot with the laser. Laser Science is all about optics and

in a brand new way.

magine your student’s excitement as they walk down the hall to a professional laser

orld renowned illusionist, Christian Augustine, joins the roster of The Bureau

light show! The only thing better than that excitement is your staff’s knowledge

of Lectures in bringing his new show, “The Magic of Learning.” In his show,

that all of this “fun” fits right into their STEM curriculum. Laser Science isn’t just any

Christian will be using magic and illusions that incorporate math, science and phys-

vision. The physics of optics adds layers of excitement to the show. They also explore
how one beam creates entire images, using the science of our eyes. As they play with
visual perception, they even delve into motion in movies, cartoons and laser shows.
Concepts explored:
“The entire audience, comprised of
pre-k through 6th grade, faculty,

• PERSISTENCE OF VISION
• PERCEPTION OF MOTION
• LIGHT RAYS AND MOMENTUM
• HOW LASERS MAKE LIGHT
• HOW SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
ENGINEERING, ART AND
MATHEMATICS WORK TOGETHER

staff and community officials,
were mesmerized. I have already
recommended this program to

“Christian was professional, age

my fellow principals. Again, an

appropriate for our students and

outstanding program. Thank you

incredibly entertaining. His per-

for the opportunity.”—Program

formance was a perfect blend of

Coordinator, Avon, NY

mathematics and magic. Students
were educated while being highly

“Great show for all ages! Music

entertained. Magic of Math is, dollar

enhanced the visual parts of

for dollar, the best assembly perfor-

the show and there was a great

mance we have ever had. Thank you

message given to the students at

so much!”—Principal - Paoli, IN

the end to tie everything together.
One student even stated, ‘This

“Wow! None of our students were

show was better than a snow day!’

ready for occasionally dry school

Another student commented, ‘This

subjects to be so fun! Teachers and

was the most amazing-est show

students were both still talking about

ever!”—Principal, Cincinnati, OH

the show days later.”—Principal –
Lincoln, Nebraska

“My daughter (age 8) said it was
the best assembly she had ever
seen and my son (age 12) actually

Science • STEAM [K–12 | $595]

tunity to bring this amazing show

admitted that he enjoyed it too!

to our school. I’ve never seen our

Quite a feat! Thank you.”

students so excited to try new math

—PTA, Olney, MD
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“Thank you so much for the oppor-

problems!”—Principal, Bronx, NY
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